In this paper we present proton spin-lattice ( T} ) and spin-spin ( T2) relaxation times meas ured vs. concentration, temperature, pulse interval (xCpmg) as well as 'H NMR spectral measurements in a wide range of concentrations of bovine serum albumin (B S A ) solutions. The anomalous relaxation behaviour of the water protons, similar to that observed in mam malian lenses, was found in the two most concentrated solutions (44% and 46% ). The func tional dependence of the spin-spin relaxation time vs. t Cp m g pulse interval and the values of the motional activation parameters obtained from the temperature dependencies of spinlattice relaxation times suggest that the water molecule mobility is reduced in these systems. The slow exchange process on the T2 time scale is proposed to explain the obtained data. The proton spectral measurements support the hypothesis of a slow exchange mechanism in the highest concentrated solutions. From the analysis of the shape of the proton spectra the mean exchange times between bound and bulk water proton groups (xex) have been esti mated for the range of the highest concentrations (3 0 % -4 6 % ). The obtained values are of the order of milliseconds assuring that the slow exchange condition is fulfilled in the most concentrated samples.
Introduction
In general, protons in every protein-water sys tem may be classified into at least three main groups: the freezable bulk water protons (A ) -not interacting with the protein, the nonfreezable bound water protons (B ) in the hydration layer of the protein and the protein protons (C) e.g. the protons in the external, functional groups on the surface of the protein macromolecules. The dy namic behaviour of bulk water molecules is as sumed to be isotropic and is similar to that ob served in pure water (Blicharska et al., 1970). The mobility of bound water molecules is significantly reduced as a result of its hydrogen bonding to the protein surface (Kimmich et a l, 1990). The mobil ity of the protein protons (group C) is determined by the reorientation of protein macromolecules and the relaxation times of protein protons are much shorter than observed for water protons.
Two possible mechanisms of exchange may exist between the mentioned proton groups. The first is the material exchange, which occurs mainly be tween the bulk and bound water protons. The pro cess is fast when the mean residence times of pro tons are significantly shorter than its relaxation times. In this case monoexponential relaxation de cays with medium (average) relaxation rates are expected (Daszkiewicz et al, 1963 ). In the slow or moderately slow exchange limits, multiexponential relaxation curves and several distinguishable val ues of the relaxation times are measured (Winkler and Michel, 1985) . The second exchange mecha nism is the immaterial spin exchange, termed cross-relaxation or, in the case of secular dipolar broadening, spin diffusion (Kimmich et al, 1990; Koenig et al, 1993) . When this process con trols the relaxation behaviour of the system, both, spin-lattice and spin-spin relaxation curves are nonexponential (Edzes and Samulski, 1978; Gutsze et al, 1995 Purpose of this paper was to examine and com pare the relaxation behaviour of the lens and its model system -concentrated protein solution. In particular it was important to establish if the anomalous water behaviour observed in the lenses is either their unique characteristic or may be found in another kind of high concentrated pro tein-water system -protein solution. Results of different relaxation and proton spectral measure ments in the wide concentration range of bovine serum albumin (B SA ) solutions presented in this contribution allowed us to elucidate this problem in a sufficient way. 
Materials and Methods

Measurements
Results and Discussion
The relaxation rates as a function o f the protein concentration
Representative values of T1 and T2 relaxation times measured for various BSA w/w concentra tions are listed in Table I . Both relaxation times decreases when the weight concentration of pro tein in the solution increases. For the whole con centration range spin-lattice relaxation curves were monoexponential. Thus, we conclude that the two-phase model of material exchange between A Table I . Spin-lattice ( T,) and spin-spin (T2, T2A, T2B) relaxation times for selected BSA solutions at the concentration range from 0% (pure solvent) to 46% , compared with the xex (mean exchange time) values between the bound and bulk water proton groups determined from the spectral measure ments. 
BSA
where: 1/T2m is the average spin-spin relaxation rate in the presence of fast chemical exchange be tween the spin fractions p A and p B, d(oAB is the difference between the proton resonance fre quencies (chemical shifts) in both groups, and xex is the mean exchange time between the groups, given by the following expression:
where: xA, xB are the mean residence times in the groups A and B respectively. Representative results of 1/T2 (xc p m g ) measure ments performed on 30%, 40% and 46% solutions are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 . The expression (1) fits to the experimental data obtained for low concen trated solutions (< 30% ). The example of this fit ting to 30% solution data is shown in Fig. 1 as a solid line. For more concentrated samples the mean exchange times are longer than the time in tervals used in the CPMG experiment. Therefore, the increase of the relaxation rate for the longest Tcpmg cannot be expected. Indeed, for 40% and 46% solutions measured relaxation rates do not exhibit any increase for the long t c p m g -The relax ation rates, however, increase in the region of short Tcpmg interval, which is not predicted by the Luz-Meiboom expression. Additionally, for this probe the relaxation decay is biexponential in the whole pulse interval range. The differences in the experimental data of low and high concentrated 
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ig. 2. Spin-spin relaxation rates dependencies on the pulse interval (xCPMG) for 46% BSA concentration.
Ti relaxation rates as a function o f temperature
The reduction of the motional ability of the water molecules should also lead to the increase of the motional activation parameters (activation energy, E A and correlation time, xc). Its values can be calculated from the spin-lattice relaxation times dependencies on the temperature, according to the simple model of magnetic dipole interactions, using the Bloembergen formula: Table II (Winkler and Michel, 1985) . Hence, two measured values of spin-spin relaxation times should be attributed to the bound and bulk pro tons groups.
Conclusions
Our experiments provide the evidence that the anomalous water behaviour similar like in mam malian lenses is observed in the most concentrated BSA solutions. Furthermore, we show that it is caused by the restrictions of bound water mole cules mobility. In contrast to the mammalian lenses, where the water molecules ordering is pre sent (Bodurka et al., 1995), the range of the mobil ity restrictions depends mainly on the protein con centration in the system. In the protein solutions these restrictions are observed in relatively higher values of the protein concentration than in the lenses. We realise that the proposed hypothesis about the nonvanishing residual magnetic dipolar interactions among the protons in the bound water molecules is not proved in the sufficient way and further investigation is necessary. The similar measurements for the other kinds of protein solu tions should be performed as well.
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